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An Erratum on

Refining concepts for empirical multimodal research: defining semiotic

modes and semiotic resources

by Castaldi J (2024). Front. Commun. 9:1336325. doi: 10.3389/fcomm.2024.1336325

Due to a production error, in section “3. Semiotic Resources” paragraph 9, the labels

“ii)” and “iii)” were erroneously written as “i)” and “ii)” respectively. The corrected

sentence should instead be: “At the level of discourse semantics, the 334 paradigmatic

and syntagmatic structures have already taken specific material configurations, thus 335

achieving an ontological status that is the sum of strata ii) (paradigmatic and syntagmatic

axes of 336 organisation) and iii) (semiotic resources).”

Due to a production error, the quotation formatting in section “3. Semiotic Resources”

paragraph 9 was incorrect and was not correctly indented to show the quotation cited. The

corrected version of this paragraph appears below:

“This material ontology of the individual discourse semantics of modes is also

highlighted by Bateman (2011, p. 27, my emphasis):

Providing a formalised account of the kinds of semantics that applies for each semiotic

mode, 344 together with a close mapping between properties of the articulated material

and those semantics, 345 is the first step towards a well-founded account of the semantics

of modes both individually and 346 in combination.”

The publisher apologizes for these mistakes. The original article has been updated.
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